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1.0 Introduction
Preserving, maintaining and managing open space properties for multiple purposes is part of the Pitkin
County mission statement for the Open Space and Trails program. How these actions are to be applied
to natural resources damaged by historic activities is not specified in management plans, but
identification of impacted areas is a starting point. This report documents problems areas along the
Roaring Fork River through the North Star Nature Preserve and the James. H. Smith Open Space
(collectively referred to as “the Study Area” in this document) which was significantly altered by
stream channel straightening (channelization) in the 1950’s and by dewatering through transbasin
diversions starting in 1937. Some options and recommendations for addressing the problems are
included in Section 5.0.
Presently, the river channel is experiencing active moderate to severe bank erosion at numerous
locations through the Study Area. Historic bank stabilization treatments at various locations have
included rock arrangements along the toe of the stream bank, bank lay-back with fabric overlay and inbank boulder installation to support willow clumps. These treatments have had varying degrees of
success. Other habitat enhancement treatments incorporated large woody materials along the banks
and boulder placement on the river bed but, given the stream type, local channel characteristics, low
channel gradient, and substrate material, these boulder treatments appear to provide limited benefit to
the stream system. Options for future channel stabilization treatments exist and, if consistent with
management objectives, treatment is recommended for many sites and urgently encouraged at one
critical location. Locations of existing bank instability were identified, photographed and mapped in
September 2017 and are presented in this report. The river reach assessment included the entire length
of the river through the James H. Smith Open Space and the North Star Nature Preserve as well as
portions of adjacent properties, as shown on Figures 1A and 1B. Treatment options for the unstable
locations are discussed in Section 5.0.
The Geomorphic Assessment report (Golder, 2014) and the Western Ecological Resource Groundwater
Hydrology Monitoring Report (WER, 2018) provide history of the site, information on hydrology,
history on upstream diversions, and present an assessment of the channel stability through the Study
Area. Therefore, these topics will be revisited in this report only as needed.

2.0 Hydrology and Channel Characteristics
The USGS has continuously operated a stream gauge on the Roaring Fork since 1964 at a location
about 2,200 feet downstream of the North Star Preserve. Because there are no significant tributaries
between the Preserve and the gauge, the gauge record likely reflects stream flow through the Study
Area. The gauge data provide a useful tool for examining flow events in recent years that may have
influenced channel stability conditions observed today.
Analysis of the stream gauge record found that bankfull discharge in the Roaring Fork through the
Study Area is between about 520 cubic feet per second (cfs) with a mean annual duration of 10 days
per year and 450 cfs with a mean annual duration of 14 days per year. The annual instantaneous peak
flow at the gauge since 1964 has ranged from a low of 140 cfs in 2012 to a high of 2230 cfs in 1985.
The average annual peak flow over the period of record is 886 cfs. The 2017 peak flow was 1310 cfs
on June 19. Recent Google Earth imagery of site is available for 6/23/2017 when the flow was about
900 cfs through the Study Area.
The following graph shows the annual instantaneous peak flows and cumulative annual instantaneous
peak flows recorded at the gauge from 2000 to 2017, along with 1964 to 2017 cumulative average
annual peak flow trend. The annual peaks line (blue) shows several years of peaks that were mostly
below average between 2000 and 2009. However, between 2010 and 2017 (with the exception of
2012) most years experienced peak flows well in excess of, to nearly twice, typical bankfull flow. The
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cumulative annual peak flow line (red) also demonstrates an overall non-linear increase in flow over
the past 18 years relative to the 1964 to 2017 average peak flow trend (black line). Annual peak flows
from 2000 to 2009 were generally below average, whereas peak flows from 2010 to 2017 were
generally above average. Therefore, the bank scour potential in recent years (2010 to 2017) was likely
higher than the prior ten years.
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This flow data is not presented to demonstrate any sort of patterns in stream flow due to climate change
or to reflect operation of upstream diversions, but to show that flows in recent years may be having a
more significant effect on the stability of stream banks observed today, likely influenced the success of
recent bank stabilization efforts, and may represent potential bank scour potential over the long term.
Since annual peak flow varies from year to year and extended periods of above or below average flows
can occur (similar to the variation observed between 2000 and 2017), relatively minor bank erosion
may occur for several years followed by several years of significant bank erosion. Resource
management should recognize these periodic fluctuations and determine how much bank erosion is or
is not acceptable as part of management planning.
Periods of above average flow can impact not only bank scour but also affect bed scour, sediment
transport and sediment deposition. Much of the stream bed substrate through the Study Area consists
of small gravel, sand and silt. However, a few sections of stream bed appear to experience slightly
higher flow energy and shear stress that has locally kept the bed swept free of most fines and resulted
in a gravelly bed surface. In contrast, a few locations through the Smith Open Space have received
substantial bar deposits of sand and fine gravel. Such deposits often occur on stream systems
periodically impacted by relatively short duration flows well in excess of bankfull flow. More normal
flow conditions will, over time, move, re-transport and rearrange these deposits but, in the short term,
the deposits can displace channel capacity, forcing excessive erosive flow energy against adjacent
stream banks, resulting in bank scour.
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3.0 Site Visit and Mapping
A site visit to the Study Area was made on September 25, 2017 to observe and document the Roaring
Fork channel conditions. During the site visit, 10,300 linear feet of stream bed was walked starting at
the lower end near the pedestrian bridge just above Northstar Drive to an upstream point on the Roush
property owned by the Aspen Center for Environmental Studies (ACES). The river assessment was
extended upstream of the Smith Open Space in order to observe the condition of channel that was not
straightened and to observe stream channel processes leading up to the Preserve.
During the site visit, the stream channel was photographed and various features were mapped including
eroding stream banks, stream bed materials and historic channel stabilization treatments. Figures 1A
and 1B show the observed locations of significant bank erosion (indicated by red brackets) as well as
some of the other observed features. For presentation and discussion purposes, a control line with
stationing was draw onto the map. The downstream end of the control line begins at an arbitrary point
about 1,200 feet downstream of the pedestrian bridge at the lower end of the North Star Preserve. The
control line is labeled with stationing values such at 12+00, 60+00 and 110+00 that indicate locations
on the line 1,200 feet, 6,000 feet and 11,000 feet (respectively) upstream of the lower end of the control
line.
Photographs of features observed along the stream channel are included in Section 7.0. Most of the
photos show areas of bank erosion, but some also show stable areas and past bank treatments. Each
photograph is labeled with a station number that references its location on the map in Figures 1A and
1B. Discussions of field observations use the reference stationing.

4.0 Field Observations and Discussion
Stream channel processes can be quite complex and are made more so when process equilibriums are
affected by natural or human-induced modifications to the stream flow regime, channel geometry, bed
materials, or riparian vegetation. The following discussion does not attempt to address all the fluvial
geomorphological processes that have occurred and are occurring through the Study Area, since such
an effort would be very labor intensive and is outside the scope of this report. Rather, the observations
presented here are generalized in scope and do not go into the subtle and variable nuances of those river
processes.
Twelve areas of moderate to severe bank erosion were identified along the river through the North Star
Preserve affecting about 1,500 linear feet of stream bank along the 4,000 feet of river reach. One area
was located immediately below the Preserve and at least ten additional areas were observed through the
Smith Open Space. Photographs of all of these eroding banks are included in Section 7.0 and are
referenced to their locations on the map in Figures 1A and 1B using station number identifiers.
The bank erosion problems appear to generally be due to tall, unvegetated stream banks made of
erodible sandy to gravelly material. Many of the tall banks through the North Star reach are likely the
result of past channelization that cut off meanders and sliced through the riparian corridor to create a
deeper, incised channel with reduced connection to the floodplain, allowing the adjacent lands to dry
out and be better suited for agricultural hay production. The tall banks leave both grassy and some
willow-covered banks well above the active channel. Although willow are deep rooted and can access
moisture to stay alive, their root masses typically cannot provide bank stabilization for more than about
18-24 inches below the top of the stream bank in sandy conditions. Because much of the bank
materials are made of highly erodible sand and gravel, high flows can easily undercut herbaceous sod
mats and willow clumps causing bank collapse. Even some very large willows clumps were observed
to be sloughing into the river.
Significant bank erosion was also observed through the Smith Open Space. Although not channelized,
those stream reaches likely have been affected by stream bed scour that migrated upstream from the
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channelized river. The channelization efforts would have created an abnormally incised and steep
channel through the meander cutoffs, with a slope in excess of the channel gradient that the stream bed
had evolved on. A steeper, straightened stream channel makes it easier for high flows to mobilize and
transport stream bed particles out of the reach, which results in a lowering of the stream bed relative to
the adjacent floodplain. To adjust to the steeper gradient, the river will scour away materials looking
for coarser, less mobile materials until it either finds those coarser materials or the stream channel
develops a lower gradient with less ability to scour the bed. However, this process also causes the
steep stream bed condition to migrate upstream into the non-channelized reach. The upstream
migration process can continue for a significant distance until the stream system finds a new
equilibrium between channel slope and bed particle size.
Additionally, the stream channel passing through the ACES properties and entering the Smith Open
Space appears to have a concave profile transitioning from a steeper gradient to a lower gradient from
upstream to downstream. As a result, during high flow conditions the river has more difficulty
transporting sand and gravel particles through the Smith Open Space where the channel becomes
flatter. Numerous large deposits of sand and gravel were observed through the Smith Open Space.
These deposits can displace channel and floodplain capacity and can cause the river to migrate.
However, this is a natural process that also occurs at certain locations in many mountain stream
systems.
The lack of river meander pattern or sinuosity through the North Star Preserve presents added
problems. Stream channels do not like to be straight and the flatter they are, the more they want to
meander. The low gradient of the Roaring Fork through the Study Area is a bit of an anomaly relative
to other streams of similar size and at a similar altitude in the region. Although the channel
straightening that was performed many years ago severely compromised the character of the river, it
will, left on its own, eventually recover a highly sinuous meander pattern. The abundance of eroding
stream bank is already evidence of the beginning of the river’s repossession of the valley floor. While
the channel, as a whole, has not substantially migrated since the 1950’s straightening efforts, the dozen
observed bank erosion nick points are the beginning of a process of lateral migration and the
redevelopment of a floodplain at an elevation appropriate for the channel dimension and modified flow
regime. As more meander develops, more energy is available to put stress on and scour the outside of
meander bends rather than being dissipated by stream bed roughness. Even without the channelization,
the river would have, over time, modified its plan view and cross section geometry to account for
diminished channel-forming bankfull flows that now exist in the reduced flow regime.
Four types of existing bank stabilization treatments were observed during the assessment site visit.
Those treatments included rock placement along the toe of the stream bank (Stations 39+50, 41+00 and
58+50), rock vane installations, bank lay-back with fabric overlay in the Smith Open Space (Stations
78+50, 79+50 and 82+00), in-bank boulder installation to support willow clumps (Station 53+00), and
placements of large woody materials cabled to the bank for habitat and/or stabilization (Station 33+50).
These treatments have experienced varying degrees of success. A stream bed habitat treatment using
logs was also observed in the Smith Open Space at at Station 103+00.
Other habitat enhancement and/or grade control treatments using boulders were observed through much
of the North Star Preserve reach. Given the stream type, local channel characteristics, low channel
gradient, and substrate material, these treatments appear to provide limited benefit to stream habitat
although some create small scour pools and may provide refuge for fish (Stations 31+00 and 42+00).
Most of these boulder placements have only a minor effect on the channel function other than to locally
increase bed roughness or create cross channel obstruction. The boulder cluster at Station 31+00 likely
does more harm than good by deflecting flow. Some of the boulders installations likely have a small,
but undetermined, effect of increasing water surface elevation during higher flows which might offset
some of the effects of channel incisement caused by channel straightening. An adverse impact caused
by the boulder placements was observed at Station 42+50 where flow is getting around the boulders
and scouring the river bank.
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The successes of the bank stabilization treatments appear to be largely a function of the appropriate
treatment application on banks subjected to varying degrees of stream flow energy. Typically, sharper,
tight radius bends experience high energy and higher near-bank shear stress than large radius bends.
Straight channels generally experience little bank shear unless a mid-channel gravel deposit directs
flow sideways or other fallen obstruction redirects flow against the stream bank. For discussion
purposes here, bank energy, or bank scour potential, are simply going to be termed as low, moderate
and high. High energy banks are typically at tight curves while low energy banks are on straighter
sections of channel. Most of the observed erosion problems through the Study Area are occurring on
high energy banks. A treatment recommendation for those areas is presented in Section 5.0.
Eroding low energy banks can often be treated with bank layback and fabric overlay similar to what
was applied at Stations 78+50, 79+50 and 82+00 in the Smith Open Space. The treatment at Station
78+50 was more successful than at 79+50 or 82+00 because the latter two corners experience a more
direct angle of attack by high flow. High energy flow can easily penetrate and scour under fabric
and/or tear it from the fasteners used to hold it on the sloping bank. Also, high energy flow can scour
the toe of the bank and cause the treated bank to collapse. If a laid-back and fabric-treated bank is
allowed several years to become colonized with dense willows before being subjected to high energy
flow, then such a treatment can still be effective. However, the year to year variation of low and high
flows often does not allow for that flexibility.
Moderate energy banks require a treatment more durable than fabric overlay and treatment using rock
material might be appropriate. Successful rock toe treatments were observed at Stations 39+50 and
41+00 where scour energy appears to be only moderate. Rock was also attempted at Station 27+00 but
high flow energy appears to have undermined the treatment, allowed the placed rock to slough into the
scoured pool and continues to erode the bank. Large boulders were used at Stations 53+00 and 55+00
to support several large willows. Those treatments appear to be moderately successful, although there
is still bank erosion adjacent to some of the willow. The aesthetics of rock treatment is a consideration.
Although not native to the local system, the rock treatments at Stations 39+50 and 41+00 have blended
in well to the system and look very natural. In contrast, the treatment at Station 58+50 simply looks
like riprap and, although effective, is unattractive and generally inappropriate for a natural area.
An additional bank treatment using woody materials on a moderate to high energy bank was observed
at Station 34+50. However, stream flow has gotten past the woody materials, attacked the bank and
allowed the bank and willows to slough into the river.
High energy banks require very robust treatments that resist direct scour, are durable for many years to
allow natural woody species to become fully colonized and allow for natural bank toe scour, bank
undercut and pool formation to occur without the risk of being compromised or sloughing. An
effective and proven treatment is the use of a combination of bank reshaping and the incorporation of
large and small woody materials, willow wattles and sod.
Most of the eroding banks identified during the 2017 site assessment are not at risk of immediate,
catastrophic failure. However, the 3’ to 4’ tall vertical banks near Station 55+50 are adjacent to the
paraglider landing zone and present a falling hazard to users of that area. In addition, two of the large
willows between Stations 53+00 and 55+00 that are presently being supported by boulders will
eventually be scoured around without additional reinforcement. Previously installed large woody
materials between Stations 33+00 and 35+00 provide no bank stabilizing function but could be a
hazard to floaters and should be removed. The eroding bank of greatest concern is the narrow stream
bank at Station 65+00 that separates the river from a small pond. Failure of this stream bank would
allow the river to enter the pond and have unknown consequences on the nearby trail system.
If left alone, the Roaring Fork River through the Study Area will eventually reach new
geomorphological equilibriums and recreate a meandering river system with an appropriately
connected floodplain and channel geometry of just the right dimensions. However, this process will
take many decades and perhaps centuries to complete. During the adjustment process, the channel will
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migrate laterally across the valley floor, cutting into the adjacent outside bends and depositing a new
floodplain on the inside of the meanders. The process will result in a net loss of bank material to be
washed downstream since the banks to be cut away are taller than the floodplain that will be created.
Depending on management objectives, there are several options for addressing the de-stabilized
system. Potential actions range from doing nothing at all to a complete channel realignment and
restoration of the affected river reach.

5.0 Stabilization Treatment Options and Recommendations
Addressing incised stream channels caused by channelization is a problem common across the United
States because many streams were straightened for agricultural and drainage purposes between the
1930’s and 1950’s. Channelization frequently resulted in the loss of wetlands and created unstable
streams seeking to redevelop stable geomorphic equilibriums. Typical solutions sometimes involve
reconnecting meanders, raising stream beds, cutting down adjacent floodplains, or a combination of
treatment methods depending on what is appropriate. A few treatment options are discussed below.

5.1 Option A – Do-Nothing
The do-nothing option would allow the stream system to gradually, but naturally on its own, adjust to
the hydrologic and channel alignment modifications that have impacted it over the past 80 years.
Natural meander migration will likely extend to the west into the historic meanders as well as to the
east and cut into the paraglider landing zone and perhaps eventually threaten portions of the pedestrian
trail. Vertical cut banks will remain vertical and eroding for a very long time. The advantages of this
option include little immediate expense and the ability to allow the natural processes to work within the
natural area. The disadvantages of doing nothing include long term increases in sediment loading to
the river system as the river cuts a new alignment, hazards to humans from the vertical banks, potential
loss of recreational areas, potential loss of mature riparian vegetation (willow and cottonwoods),
potential threat to the trail system, and degraded aesthetics.

5.2 Option B – Restore and Reconnect the River to Historic Meanders
The option of reconnecting the channelized river section to the historic meanders would require a
substantial effort in planning, design and implementation, but it could be done. The question to be
answered is, “Is it worth it?” Since the river now experiences a reduced flow regime, the historic
meanders are likely not the best alignment for the modified river system. Connecting the river to and
placing the river in those meanders might simply create new problems. The river channel would likely
need to be elevated in order to make those connections, which could adversely impact the upstream
river and would require the system to be stepped back down at the lower end. In addition, elevating the
river’s water surface could inundate adjacent high quality wetland areas that have already adjusted to
the lower river elevation. The advantages of reconnecting the river to the historic meanders include the
immediate restoration of a meandering river system and the removal of a sediment source. The
disadvantages include very high cost, extensive planning, and severe but temporary disturbance to the
area.

5.3 Option C – Selective Bank Treatment (Recommended)
The recommended option of selective bank treatment can incorporate some of the treatment methods
previously applied along the Roaring Fork through the Study Area. Treatments to eroding stream
banks could include, where appropriate, bank layback with fabric overlay, rock toe reinforcement, and
bank reshaping with incorporation of woody materials. Areas with existing bank treatments would be
evaluated for material removal and/or modification.
Most of the bank erosion areas identified in Figures 1A and 1B are being scoured by near-bank high
energy flow and would need more than simple layback and fabric. A common treatment consistent
with natural channel design methods, using bank shaping and incorporating natural woody material to
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resist high energy flow, is shown in Figure 3. The objective of this treatment is to locally reduce bank
height so that woody species can become established and their roots provide a bank stabilizing
function. Key elements of the treatment are a bank height that is not too tall or too low for the river
system, the incorporation of woody materials (Figure 3) that provide many years of erosion resistance
to high flow events, and appropriate design and installation of larger woody materials that allow for the
toe of the bank to be scoured into a natural and functional pool without undermining and de-stabilizing
either the constructed bank over the short term or the revegetated bank over the long term.
Lateral channel migration caused by eroding banks through most of the Smith Open Space will
generally impact riparian vegetation, whereas lateral migration in the North Star Preserve has the
potential to impact infrastructure, affect areas heavily used for recreation and create user hazards. It is
anticipated that channel migration processes will become more pronounced through the channelized
reach as the river seeks a new meander pattern. Additional assessment would be required to confirm
treatment recommendations at specific problem areas and develop preliminary designs appropriate for
those areas.

5.4 Recommended Treatment Sites
As noted above, most of the eroding banks identified during the 2017 site assessment are not at risk of
immediate, catastrophic failure. One high risk eroding bank was identified at Station 65+00 and is
considered high risk because of the near-term likelihood of failure, possible rapid lateral channel
migration into and through the adjacent pond when the bank fails, and the potential threat to trail
infrastructure adjacent to the pond.
Second-tier risks exist at other sites due to existing eroding banks and other conditions that can threaten
the safety of recreational users. The 3 to 4 foot tall vertical banks near Station 55+50 are adjacent to
the paraglider landing zone and present a falling hazard to users of that area. Submerged logs adjacent
to the eroding bank at Stations 33+50 and 34+50 could snag and injure floaters.
Many third-tier risks created by eroding banks through the Study Area are likely more long term,
involve generally natural processes and do not present immediate hazards to users. These risks include
potential loss of riparian vegetation including mature cottonwood trees in the Smith Open Space and
gradual lateral channel migration to the east toward the trail and highway in the North Star Preserve
reach. The process of lateral channel migration will result in a net loss of alluvial materials as high
banks are eroded and materials are redeposited as point bars to create a new floodplain at a lower
elevation. Some channel migration impacts are self-mitigating, such as bank erosion that can kill and
topple mature cottonwood trees. This is a natural process in many systems that is generally mitigated
by the recruitment of young trees on the point bars and newly created floodplain. Third-tier risks
should be part of a long term monitoring program to document geomorphic changes and rates of
change.

5.5 Recommended Monitoring
A long term monitoring program of the Roaring Fork through the Study Area should document
baseline conditions on channel geometry, identify how rapidly the system is changing, and eventually
develop some predictions of when or if channel adjustments should be addressed. A program should
initially include a detailed thalweg and longitudinal water surface profile of the river to determine
existing channel slope and to identify profile features. A thalweg profile serves as sort of an EKG of
the system since it shows the existing profile condition relative to expected conditions and highlights
abnormal features (e.g. excessive scour and deposition).
The monitoring program should also include cross sections of the channel and adjacent floodplain areas
at intervals frequent enough to capture all areas of stability concern as well as characterize cross section
geometry of stable reaches. Establishing cross sections should include monumented bench mark pairs
so that detailed bank profiles can be measured to accurately document year-to-year bank erosion rates.
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If a cross section is not established at each eroding bank, then as a minimum, bench mark pairs should
be established at all eroding banks to allow for frequent and detailed bank erosion measurement.
Cross sections will also assist with the groundwater monitoring program to document flooding and
saturation of the floodplain areas and potential changes to groundwater hydrology as the river channel
adjusts. The cross sections should pick up both high and low areas as well as the historic channels.
Additional profile surveys of the historic channels should also completed as needed to establish
baseline conditions. Photographic documentation at established photo points should be a part of all
monitoring.
Channel thalweg and cross section surveys should be performed at year zero and then again at year five
and at year ten since those efforts are labor intensive. Bank profiles should be measured every other
year along with photo documentation since they are relatively simple but provide useful information. If
areas of concern develop, then annual bank profile measurements of those sites would be considered.
Distances from bank profile benchmarks to eroding banks should be measured and documented
annually, since it is the easiest task to perform.
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6.0 Figures
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Figure 1B. Roaring Fork River at
North Star Nature Preserve
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Figure 2. Typical Streambank Treatment Using Woody Materials
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7.0 Roaring Fork River Photos – September 25, 2017
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Sta. 20+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 25+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank
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Sta. 26+20 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 27+00 – Failed Toe Rock Treatment (foreground)
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Sta. 30+20 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 31+00 – Old Habitat Boulders
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Sta. 32+30 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 33+50 – Old Habitat/Stabilization Logs
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Sta. 34+50 – Sloughing Grass and Willow Bank

Sta. 35+60 – Sloughing Grass Bank
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Sta. 39+50 – Toe Rock Bank Treatment

Sta. 41+00 – Toe Rock Bank Treatment
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Sta. 42+00 - Old Grade Control Boulders

Sta. 44+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank
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Sta. 46+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 47+00 – Sloughing Grass and Willow Bank
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Sta. 50+50 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 52+50 – Looking Upstream Toward Boulder-Supported Willows
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Sta. 53+00 – Boulder-Supported Willow

Sta. 55+00 – Boulder-Supported Willow Next to Eroding Bank
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Sta. 55+50 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 58+50 – Riprap-Lined Bank Toe
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Sta. 59+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 60+50 – Looking Upstream at Upper Staff Gauge on Left
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Sta. 63+50 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 65+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank and Seep (Critical)
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Sta. 65+00 – Narrow Eroding Bank Between River and Pond (Critical)

Sta. 72+00 – Sloughing Grass and Willow Bank
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Sta. 73+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 75+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank
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Sta. 77+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 78+50 – Successful Bank Layback with Fabric Overlay
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Sta. 79+50 – Failed Bank Layback with Fabric Overlay

Sta. 82+00 – Failed Bank Layback with Fabric Overlay
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Sta. 88+50 – Sloughing Grass Bank

Sta. 95+00 – Stable River Banks in Smith Open Space
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Sta. 97+00 – Sloughing Grass Bank Opposite of Large Sand/Gravel Deposit

Sta. 103+00 – Old “K-Log” Habitat Treatment
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Sta. 105+00 – Sloughing Banks and Mid-Channel Bar Deposition

Sta. 111+50 – Toe Rock Bank Treatment
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Sta. 112+00 – Stable River Banks in Smith Open Space

Sta. 112+50 – Thick Willow on River Bank in Smith Open Space
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